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I .... INTRODUCTION
•
The study ~f steel columns at Lehigh University
is pert of 8 larger investigation into the behavior
of welded con tinuous frp.me s and the! r components which
has as its eventual objecti~e "to weke use in analysis
and desigri of the 8dditional carrying capacity of
statically indeterminate welded steel fr~~es loeded
beyond the elastic li~i til.
To accomplish this* e determination of the behevior
I
of steel beams, columns, end continuous welded connect~_ons
must first be made with development of theriries to pre~
diet such behavior. Consequently, one of the obJectives
ot this investigation 18 to determine the ultimate
strength of co lumns under combined axial thrust end end
mC"men t.
In Progress Report No. 2(,J >, the ~eneral test
apparatus used in the experimental part of the program
was described. Also, the framework of the interaction
curve concept we s incH ca teel.
Progress Report K (2), contained results of eleven
tests in which the strengths of the test specjmens were
plotted on interaction curves.
It is the purpose of this paper to present the
theory involved in the development of interaction curves
as it ha s progressed to the present tj~e.
In this report, as well 'as in those preceEding It,
the various loa ding condl tj ons will be reft3rred to by
the use of lettn' des i["nations to deser1 be the combina-
tion ofaxlel thrust and end bending moment. These
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conditions are as follnws:
•
~.....-t·,\
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II - THE INTERACTINT CURVE CONCEPT
." .1 . b
The strength of a column 1s a function of many
variables, more so than common ftexu~Bl members. Be~
cause () f this and other rea soris, th'ere exists much
inconsistence, in present des1 gh ~ract1ce'~
One means of expressing strength of a column 8ub-
jected to a combination of axial load and ehd bending
moment i~ by use of an interaction cUrve.
Two-Dimensional Interaction Curve
..
Consider a member under axial
load alone. If. axial load is plot-
ted vertically against no other
function; the', stre 19ht-llne re-
lation of Fig. 1 is obtained.
Assuming the idealized stress-
strain relat-ion of Fig.: 4, collapse
occurs at Py or PE depending on L/ri
p
..0----"--
Fig. 1
-4-
Consider, next, a member
Appendix A~
Combining Fig's;. 1 and 2,
the curve of Fig. 3 is ob-
must co nne ct points Py and
My and another line points
...
•
Py and Mp • It is the purpo se
of the next two sections of
Ii,
-
M ---
Fig. 3
Fig. 2
o
.1py
t
F
tained. Some line or curve
wi th bedding moment only, (p
=0). If the Bending moment
~.~, is- plotted hortzontally,
then Fig. 2, is obtained,
When M:: My :Oy£
initial yield occurs~ On
fUrther increase of moment,
M e!!l Mp III cryZ. The nomen-
clature will be found in
..
this report to develop these
as B function cf a number of
loading variables and dimen-
sions of members. The lines
shown in Fig. 3 are typical
of the simplest case, (L/r
E.---
Fig. 4
= ').
As stated in Progress .keport No.2 (1) , liThe
carrying capacity of the type of member under investi-
gation is a fUnction of 'applied axial force and end
moment. For zero aj{i81 lop-d, (P = 0), the member is a
beam arJ. initial yield and ultimate collapse are de ...
-5-
termined from elastic anq plastic beam theory. For
the case of zero moment, we have 9 compression member
whose ultimate s.trength is given by the rrangent Modu-
lus Theory." The Ie ter secti0ns of thi s report des-
cribe how to obtain the points between these extremes.
..
Columns investigated thus far in the experimental
program, were bent about the strong axis, as 1s customary
in practice. However, the theory developed (particularly
for the collapse case) does not take into account lateral
buckling; thus in a strict sense it is applicable onl,y
to columns bent about the weak axis, those which do not
tend to buckle due to C"ombined bendlng and twist. 'J.'his
is a serious limitation. 'I'he development ,of inelastic
lateral buckling (combined bending and t0rsion) curves
to predict behavior under these same loadin~ conditions
is considered essential. Several Column Research Council
groups ere working on this or related problems.
In present day engineering practice use of the con-
cept is illustrated by the AISC interaction formu18:
where,
"F =axial unit stress that would be permitted
a
- by this specification if axial stress alone
existed.
Fb = bending unit stress that would be permitted
by this specification if bending stress
only exi s ted.
fa = axial unit stress (ac~ual) = axial stress
divided by area of member
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fb = bending unit streflS (actual) : bendingmoment
divided by section modulus of member.'I\'15)
\
As spec ified in "the manual it is in tended the t the
val ues Fa and Fb be appropriately reduced for "column
""<'~ect~~d'""lateral buckling", respectively. *
Space Interaction Curve
The interaction curve previously def:lned may be
exPended to include two more important v~risbles, L/r
and Ld/bt as shown in Fig. 5.
•
/
I
I
I
V
fP
Fig. 5
____ .-0 _
~r
There is indication that in practice deslgne~s s("metimes
do not apply corrections to Fa and Fb. This results iD
8 rapid design procedure, but dir8ctly v:t~letes the
"theory" upon which-the formula was based. There is
some indication from the tests thus fer perf0rmed oyer
e limited range of t/r that this r-rocedure may not bF,
entirely irrational providing the axial 1("80. is kept
below a particular va Iue f0r each L/r. This will be "-
discussed in a later section.
205A.4
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•
If the z-coordinate axis is added, upon which are
plottedI/r and Ld/bt as functioI'fl of length, then for
anyone r,olledshape under a particular loading c0ndl.
tion, the surface in space describes the carrying capa-
city of the column. For anyone shape there is a linear
rela tionship between L/r and Ld/bt. Since the "Ld!bt"
formula was developed for uniformly-loaded, simply
supported beams, it is not completely justified to make
the comparison indicated. However, it serves to illus-
trate the idea. Teat condition "c" approaches this case.
Other Influencing FS9tors
In .addition to inelastic IBteral buckling, gome of
the other fectDrs '1;hf't tvill influence the results but
which heveno" been cmsldered in this paper are:
(a) Residual stress. At hlgher axial loads this
may be' a ser ious problem. Already in the ex-
perimental program it has been found that the
predicted initial yield values have not been
reached when the axial load was proportionat~
"high". This subject has been discussed some-
what in two letter s. (4) (5)
(b) Sidesway..The problem of sidesway in tier
•
bUildings is one for which the experimental
apparatus now used may.be rather easily rnodi-
fied.
(c) Cross-sectional shape. As recommended by
Blelch~IO)it will be necessary to develop
"shape facto:rs" for the various cC'rnmercially
available shapes.
(d) Stress-strain properties. The idealized curve
of Fig. 4 haa been assumed.
2051.. 4 -8-
III. "INITIAL YIELD" INTERACTION CURVES
i
The momen t appl'ie d to the end of the member ha s
been chosen as the inte~ao~~on curve abscissa. This
has been done because the end moment is a m0re closely
defined value than the maximum moment which, for some
loading conditions, does not occur at the column end.
As a consequence of this choice of coordinates, a ,
linear relationship between the axial load, P, and
the erd moment, Mo ' will not always exist since
yield ing occurs at the point of maximum momen t.
(,
•
..
J
As a starting point, consider a very short block
for which L/r approaches zero. Yielding will occur when
cry = ~ +Mmax ---------------------(1)
--s-
But since L-O, M - l~ ,o -max. There for e, ,
rry = P +Mo -----------------------(2)A -S
Note that a linear relationship exist between P and MO
since all other quantities in the above expression ere
constant for eny one particular cross-section.
The interaotion curve for this case is plotted
in F'1g. 6.
Ip
Fig. 6
.'
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Loading Condit ion "d"
The ~eneral line of reasoning used for this cese
will be typical ofthos~ to be considered,later.
Consider the column under loa d condi ti on "d" as
shown ih Fig. 7.1. The moment at any point along the
column is composed of two partsr that caused by the
End moment, Mo ' and tmt by the axial load, P.
: . . . M due to Mo ~I ' I ! 11 I ' I ,II!!I ,!II/Lil:i ..::=--
+
M due to F
II
Fig. 7.1
Fig. 7.2
Fig. 7.3
Fig. 7.4
.
,.--'
If th e moment die grams of Fig. 7.2 and 7 ~:3 are
superposed a diagram of the total ·moment is obtained as
shown in Fig~ 7.4. "M due to P" shown above in Fig. 7.,3
is a distribution that occurs becaus.e of the deflection
due to moment, Mo ' plu~ an additional deflection due to
axial load.
y
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It is not intended that the method of "super-
po si tion" be suggested;
When :M o ::: 0 the co ll+ITln vll1ll buckle in a sine curve
and the maximum moment will occur at the center. When
P = 0 the maximum" moment occurs at the end. Thus it
seemsreasoneble to assume that under a combination of
end moment and axial load; the point of max1.rnum moment
along the column wi 11 "move" from the end toward the
center as thG axial load 1s increased beyond a particular
value.
The same conclusion can be arrived at by use of
Fig's. 7.2) 7.3, and 7.4. If the noment Mo :'s held
constant bn1 the axial thrust jn0r(.l1sed t~e result
will be to increase that part of Fj-e> '7 o~ caused by
7.3. This inc rea se causes the point of mexlmum moment
to sh ift from the end toward the cen ter., (See Fig. 8).
1'T o
, ··---M
,''' max:.:r~11!,: ',I.:iii,. iii t+t-I,-li IiI~ltTl-~
. 1,1'1 " l' H
. : I,' r I, .I I~ .,........_
where
Fig. 8
Referring to Fig. 7.1, the equation of the de-
flecti on curve ( 6) is given by
y ; Mo [Sin kx - xJ where K =-~ ~IP Sin kL L
-11-
or
•
.
•
If this is differentieted twice with respect to x
the equation for curvature along the member is obt~ined.
y' =Mo [k Coskx - lJP SinkL L
y'l =Mo [_K2 Sinkx] = _ !v1omen tp SinkL EI
However, K2 _ P
-EI
Therefore,
lIlT =rMo1rP 1,- EI sinkx]l-P __ ,--m- JL SinkL
lIlT =~ Sinkx ---------------------.7----(3)o SinkL 1
Since yielding occurs at tl:e point elf ma!Cimum
, ,.:.Ii ,~
moment, by differentiating the moment with re~pect to
.~ {., ' -'
x and equating to zero, it is possible to so~~~ for
," {f:
the distance to the point of maximum moment ~~ terms
". !
of the applied axial load, P, and the Euler PM9kling
:}..
dM - 0 =Mo k Coskxdx SlnkL
'The r e fo re ,.
Coskx =0,
from which
kx = nf-
ronl,. the so lution for :p
_ 1T 1
x -2 tr
(n = 1,2,' .....)
: 1 is of interest and thus
~ .
p
~.
Since Tf 2EIPE = L2
then IT =Lft~I
and
x - LIT
- 2 -p ----------------------_--~~---(4)" ',' .'
/
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.
.
From equatjon (4), when x =L, P = i PE •
Therefore, as long as the axial load is less than or
equal to t Euler buckling load, the maximum moment will
occur at the end of the column. As P increases beyond
this load, the point of maximum mom,ent "moves" down the
column an amount determined by use of equation (4).
When P = PE the maximum moment ia at the center.
Since the basis of this interactian curve is to be
initial yielding of the extreme fiber at any sect10n
along,the column, the equation of stress at any section
in terms of moment and axial load will be
<r =f + ~
But s inca' yield ing oc curs a t the secti on of maximum
moment, Equation (1) page 8 will govern. writing that
equation again,
:: P -t Mmax
A --s-
As stated previously the interaction curve in
question is to be P -vs- Mo ' (NO) the applied end moment);
therefore, if equation (4), the distance to the section
of max. moment is substituted into equation (3), the
equa tion of moment at any point along the co lumn; an
expresston for maximum moment along th::l column 1s ob-
tained in t€I'rns of applied end moment, end axial load•
. H Slnkx L~-Nmaxs·o where x • - ESinkL 2 -f
But,
Sin'; = t 1
fhere.for e,
Mo --------------------~-------(5)SinkL
-13"!"
1
t
By substituting this expression into the equeti~n for
initial yield at any section, ectuat1.on(l) the equation
for the interaction curve for load condi tion rtd" is
obtained,
Thus,
(fy =.E. t Mo
A S'~lnkL •
• Mo =S S1nkL [cry - i-] ----------------(6)
A typical initial yield interaction curve for this
loading condition, condition lid", is shO\lIJn in Fig.' 9.
Calculations are shown in Appendix C.l.
~ ,
A
MO -
Fig. 9
,
,
"-
"- ,
,
"-
o \. ,
"
,
,
"-
"
,
"tPE ,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,, " ".." ".."",." "."." ,."." " B
j
Since the maximum moment between P = 0 and P = tPE
will occur at the end of the column, a straight line
will connect points A and B on the interacti on curve in
Fig. 9. For points between Band 0, equation (6) gives
values of Mo corresponding to selected values of Pi
Loading -(;ondit ion "b"
The distinguishing feature of this type of loading
-14-'
is that one end is kept i'fixed ii (not allowed to rotate),
while a mom en t is epplLed at the other end.
r
Consider the column with axial load and moments
as shown below:
---x
p
L
-I
•
Fig~ 10
The general equation of the deflection curve(7)for such
,
loa ding is t
y t: ;;. MB [Sinkx - ~ I f MA ~1nldL-x). _ (L-x)l
-p- SinkL LJ -p-[ S!nkL t ~
If this is differentiated with respect to x an equation
is obtained for the slope at any point along the de-
flected beam~ ~ letting x =i and setting the result-
ing slope at point B =0, we cart sblve for MB in terms
of M (7)A·
eB = y' = _ Met III + MAL th. -----------------('1)
3EI l' 6EI 't'
where;
4J =~ [Si~2U - 2~ J
¢ =2~ [k - Ta~2U ]
Sine e 8B= OJ.
MBL~ ~+ MAL ¢
- _I
3El 6El
u =
kL
2
Substituting this value in the general
equation for deflection an equation for this particular
condition is obtained.
y = - MA ¢ \-Sinkx ... !.l +!fA nank(L-x) - (L-x)lp'~ ~inkL L_ -p [SinkL L._
_ MA r~ink(L-x) - (L-x) - 0( Sinkx - x~
... r LSinkL L ~ SlnkL L~
205A.4 -15-
Differentiating this expression for deflection,
y, twice with respect to x, the equation for the curva-
ture along the member is obtained.
y'::: MA [1 (cosk(L...x) (-k») +1 - ¢ (k Coskx -i\l
p SfiikL t ~ \: SinkL ~J
y" = MA r... k (-Sin k~L-X})(-k·) - ¢ !-k2Sinkx \1
P _ SlnkL 2\f\. S nkL ~
y" =MA k 2 ESir. k (L-x)'" ¢ Sinkxl'p·~L ~ 'j
Since the curvature¢'::: - M/EI,
thenM- -EI MA P 1 .[ -Sink(L-x) f ¢ SinkX]
•--p • EY'SlnkL ~
M:: MA . [SinldL-X)- ¢ SinkxJ ----------(S)
SinkL. ~
Pro ceeding as in loading condition "d", to
find the point of maximum moment in order that initial
•
..
•
yield can be calculated for this section, the expresston
i
for moment, equation (Jt), is differentia ted with respect
to x and set equal to ~ro. The solution of the result-
ing equation will determine the distance from the point
of applied moment to the section of maximum moment in
terms of the axial load on the column.
~---------------(g)
ciM. =- MAk _ [COSk(L-X) + ¢ COSk;! :: O.
OX SlnkL ~]
There fo re eJ>
Cosk(L-x) =- Coskx,
2ty
tan- l [- ¢ ... COSkLJ
X. ~
-S,...·l""n~k""L'---
or
k
To find the axial loed, P, that will be required to
maintain a moment gradient of zero at the end of·th~·
Golumn; Bet x m zero. in equet~on (9).
·Therefore <P =- CoskL
~
205A.4
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There ~re two possible solutions to this equation.
(See Appendix B.l for calculations). These occur
when
where
2u 15 2.33
and
2u • TT
2u = kL
" Since the lowest value of P is desired
2u e 2.33 =kL =Ll ~I·
Then,
However, the Euler buckling load for one end fixed is
given by
N rr2EI
PEl = 2(O.7L)
• Substituting in the equst10n for P this value of r,2,
p ~ (0.7) 2 ( 2 '%,3) 2 ~ 0 27
FE - 112 .........
Therefore, as long as P is less than or equal to 0.27
PE" (p ~ 0.27 PE')' the maximum moment will occur at
the end 0 f the co lumn.
To plot the interaction curve,' again consider
equation (1). The method for anyone point will be:
Assume a loed P.
Solve for Mmax (equation 1).
Locate point of maximum moment (equation 9).
Curve of solution is shown in Appendix B.2.
Compute M,A (equation 8, M III Mmax )
A typical interaction curve for this CB~e is shown in
Fig. 11. Calculations are shown in Appendix C.2.
I'
.-
265A.4 -1'7- p
M-----o
Fig. 11
Loading Condi t ion "9 II
The double curvature loading condition as shown ir
illD t 1 er bu i Id j ng s •
\
-------::c--+--rIM~'/
'0Fig. 12
12 is often encountered
~~o ,~X
F! ....~ ~
Fig.
•
Modifying the general equation of deflectton('7) as
shown on page 14, MA =VB = Mo.
_. I1'~o [SinkXt2£. I ~lj·r,kL"L-x) _ (1.-.x[1
Y _. +T SinkL LT. 8:nk:' L ~I
Proceeding as before, the equation of moment a10ng the
column 1s
y' =
l~ ,) r- kCoskx tIt -kCosk(L-x) of. 1
-
? SinkL L SinkL L
'-
• M ::: y" :: ~ork2Sinkx 1,:2 S1nk(L"x~.- EI --. SinkL SinLk
.~ There fore,
k 2Sinkx 1
n ~. !'l~gI [- :;j..... ...'--M ,- k .:.. i 2.K \ .L..: x )J:- S1nkL SlnkL
Substituting the value of k2 into the above equa~jon
M =N [S~nkL[
Differentiating this
Sinkx .+ Sink (L·.x)J-------- (10)
expressi~n to find the distance ~o
the section of maximum moment,
This can occu:;.'
-18-
~'';o - kCoskx -k CaSk(L-X)]"
SlnkL _
cnly when,
Cask} = - Cosk(L-x)
Sin kL
2"
a'
,
TherEfore,
or
Therefore,
CosLy - f SinkL2Cos kL
2"
kx.... iT t kL~ '2
or
x:L-lI
2 2k
•
Introducing the va lues of PE", Euler buckling lOt;l,j :::'"r'
this particular loading condition, and value of k2 ,
_ 4 iT 2EI k 2 :: PPE"
- L2 'I EI
x - L
~
To determine the maximum axial load that can be
placed on the column and still heve the maximum momen~
occur at thr., e'1'1, let x = 0 Ell] tc cJ. ,/", Lor P in te'rms
of PE".
This gives,
P = 1
-I~
PElf :' PE (for pin-ended column).
..
-'
Note tbet tb:"s is identical:'.:> ecpal to the Euler buck-
ling loao fC'l' a pin-ended column"
into equatior (20), And in tur'n 3 11JE'cl"GEtlng thi8 ~;.r
equation (1) we arrive at the eq'J.atio:.1 for the i.~lter'
action curve.
Mo =S Sin k~fY - ~J ------------.-(l?)
205A.4
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or
..
Alternate Solution for Loading Condition "ft"
In determining the di~tance to the section of
maximum moment, the equations derived fo~ 100 ding con-
di t ion "b" may be us ed.
Since
M
B
_
~ 1
-
¢
-- 2~MA
then,
Cosk (L-x) = - Coskx (page 15 )
Ten kx = (-l}fl t CoskL ll SlnkL ]
This reduces to,
Tan kx = - .CotkL
'2
But for this to occur,
kx =kL 11
2 2
Therefore,
x = L - n
2 2k
Substituting the va lues 0 f k, and PE"
x c: L - &"\1 PE"
2" 4 ~p
From this point proceed the seme as prevlou'sly~ by
substi tuting this value of x into the eq.l e tion for mex-
imum moment in terms of ,end mome.nt, ~~o' and axielload.
Fig. 13 shows the initial yield interetio~ curve'
for loading condition "a". Calculations are shown in
,
F
Appendix C.3.
Py
--:l>- M'Y
Fig. 13
205A.4
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or
"
Loading Condition "c"
A load.ing condl tion with moments applied at both
ends which imposes a condition of single curvature on a
column is the most drastic of those considered thus far~
Consider the deflection curve shown in Fig. 14.
P --4;~:--I Y- - - ~~ !'~-Goo'"'~-4--- P
Fig. 14
It is evident that under this type of loading the maxi·
mum moment will never occur at the end as long as there
is any axial load applied. Therefore, there will be
no straight-line portion of the interaction curve.
Repeating the same process used for the 3 pre-
ceding loading cond.itions - the equation of the
deflection curve ia •
y = ~o ~in kx ~ Sin k(t~x)- Sin kL
PSin kL L
_ Mo rk Cos kx - kCos k{L-X)l
y' - PSin kL L ~
Y" ~o [-k2sin kx - k 2 Slnk(L-x)I:..,,!= PSrnkL J ~.L
Then,
k 2M '-lEI [ ()J ('. )}.IT = In Sin kx +. Sin k L-x. --------.LVFSi~kL
Differentiating to find the section of maximum moment -
dM = k~p EI. [cos kx _ Cos k(L-x)1 = 0ax PSinkL 'J
COS kx - Cos k(L-x) = 0
kx = k(L-x)
_ L
x - 2
Substituting this value into the general equation for
205A.4
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momen t shown olJove an equation for the me ximum moment
is obtained,
Mmax = [Sin ~ f Sin ~J = k 2M EIoPCos kL
"2
Therefore,
Mmex : Me See ~ --------~~·~-~-------(14)
Substituting this into the equatienfbr stress at e
section of max moment, (Eq. 1).
M S Cos ~ ~ pl,
o .. 2 LCfy - AJ -.,.--~- ..---....-----( 15)
Using equation (15) by substituting values for F
and calcUlating the resulting No' the interaction curve
for this 10eding ccmditi(m, is shown in Fig. 15. Cal-
culations are given in Appendix C.4~
-.
'py .
F
.•.••........•.•.•.•..
N o - ........._
Fig. 15
'y
An 81 ternate method of solution for loading cond'l-
tlon "e" 1s shown in Appendix D.
"205A.4 -22-
IV lliE COlLAPSE INTERAOTION CURVE
"SLnple Plasti0 Theoryrt Solution for L/r to; 0 -!i-
It is ass"-lmed that:
1. Axie: load is perfectly centered p
2. colum;'l, I.buckling" will not (,)ccu:""t
3. therCl i?i 11 be no end eff€;0 t u, end
4. ther;:;~~.ll be no increa se i:1 G.eflecti cn
due G:I E'xial loed.
Consider ine; one l1mi t of the problem, in whic"l ,,~" ,:.
axial load, P, is equal to zero, the ultimate mome~1C
tha t coo ld be appli ed to the ",column" using the SiHl~~":'~
plastic theory is
Mp =(j y Z
where Z is defined as the statical moment of the sect) ,j.'
M is known as the plastic hinge value. The stress CU8"p
tribwtion implied by this for~ul£ is
,~
_____ f , ~
·.;;.--1 (J~ 1--
"IIf the moment imposed on the section were not sufficient
to cause the ~l:l M value but greater then that causingp
-~y, the str6~& distribution wou10 be,
,--- ~=::1P-----~
~ U:1I---
)
,PM•
.. I
4 '
, A part of this rna terial 1s repG~iti7e, developed. froT
work by ooker(8) and Roderick(g)an1 othersQ liS W~03
noted eerlier. the curve forr.n 8WI-':Jl column \1':88 pre·,
sented ir:. lrogress Repr,rt2(1) but ':-he besls for the
present8'cion V'J[lS n0t included '·:.r6:"'8
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If:
Z =' full statical moment of the section,
ZE =statical moment of part of section remaining
elastic,
section modulus of part of section remain~ng
ela stic j then,
Ml =(f Y ~E + Z - ZE]
where cr y is the lower yield point stress.
The ab.ove is derived using beam theory since the,re is no
axial load on the section. In Progress Report No. 1(3)
the above expressionhe:sbeehcomp~redwith the results
of simply-.supportedbeem tests.
Consider now the effect of adding axial load to
the applied end bending moment. (Note: Only the case of
complete plasticity is invest~gated).
First, assume the neutral axis tope in ~ web.
P = Applied axial' lea d.
Yo = Distance from center
line to neutral axis.
w = web thickness.
Z - static moment ofp -
portion yielded by
axial load, P,
t = thickness of flanges;
d
fuen equation for Pend M cen be determined in terms of
known physical dimensions of the section.
~be stress distribution that would be ceused by
such a loa ding cond ition, end moment plus eXial ioed; is
",," shown in Fig. 16.
I205A.4
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Yo ....-----+==:J
"1
Total stress
distribution
( e )
-24-
tha t due
to P
(b)
+
that'due
to ~.
( c )
Fig. 16
Therefor e, from Fig. 16 (b)
or,
Also,
p =
Yo :: 2 cr wY
w ----------------------(16)
-----------------------(17)
.
.
11.[ = CJ' (Z Z ) 2 ( )
u pc y - p .where zp =wYo -------------- 18
If the neutral axis is in the flange, then
p .: (J"y [W(d-2t) +2 6Y~ ~---------------(19)
where,
h. y : the distance from
the inside of the flange
to the neutral axis,
which has been assumed
in the flange.
Then,
6y = p/(fy- w(d -2t)
- 26
--------------------(20)
, --
Therefore,
Npc = b<ry (t-.6y)(d-t ~ 6y)------------(21)
A sample calcu1atirn using the above equations is
shown in Appendix B.5. The resulting collapse inter~
action curve·is shown iri Fig. 17.
j
F
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Pig. 17
.•....••.
'"
F
.
.
It should be emphasized that this solution is only
applicable when the mom en t is a maximum 8 t the end of
the column. Tests of columns bent about the strong
axis show the'" E. "lateral bucy.:;.1ne;:1 typ'3 of failure
take's pI ace '.vhen the axial 10 dO 1s of such magn1 tude
that the rn0ment is not a maximum at the column end.
Thus, the value of extending the analysis to include
such a cese appears academic unless the column is bent
abau tit s "w e[; k " axis.
v
Jezek Buckli!1,1l Curve for condition "c"
. . .
Loociil1R; ~c..nclitinn "e" is sLni:2.rr- "G0 an eoceni:;ric···
ally loaded c('·luE1 wi th equal 6cc'mtri:nties tit eBch 03''1:
F. Bleieh(lO) lists procedure of analysis for 'chj,E:
condi tion b8sed on the work of Je7.ek.
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Using the seme notation as Bleich,
0-co = "the cri tica 1 avera ge stress
of the centrally loaded
column derived from an actual
column curve".
Cfe = "the. ~r1tical average stress
of the eccentrically loaded
column" •
Pcrp--
A cr" co
=/.
.n (j C
MUltiplying the right hand side of the·aboTe equation
by A/A,
,
It has been recomme~dec ~~at for structural Ste~l wIth a
lower yield point of 40 kS1~*
~or L/r = 20 to 75 1 ~ = (1 oJ.~:. +~~JO(~ )2 (23)
For L/r = 95 t0200'j ~ = 1 .f. 10600 Zy:X;--2-I" (L )2 ----'------(24)
r-
x=
wher e )C =
'.
eccentricity ratio
. Mr2 er2
- -Pc - e
Consider the range of t/r from 20 to 75. Intro-
t "'Vl.3X, (L)2
'I' 9000 i
of 1.3, as tentatively recommendedducing 8 shape factor,
by Bleich(lO)**,
f) = (l .f. IF-)j)
If,
2
A = (l.f.:-~ ) i Be
------~------~--------------
*Bijlaard(12} uses the case where 0" yL = 34 ks1.
**This !'shape factor" 1s n'ot the value f =M 1M as used
'in plastic theory (see nomenclature and t~rmlnology),
but is e factor to be applied to the term X deperip.ent
on the cross-sectional form and flexure axis.
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or
B2 ~ 2B6 + 2 (l-A) =~
therefore,
B = _~2c~i_Y;...;4;;..;;.C~2__--.;;.4~(2;;.-...;;;;.2~A:...)_
2
or
B =
Substituting in this finel equation f0r B the
values for A, Band C above and solving fnr M in terms
of P
M
gives,~r_(~)2
= r;3Cl9000
The deviation
~ (L)4f - -2- (9600 )£
from an exact
( 1- P~r j _~__ ;. __(25)
so lution of eQuati on
(25) becomes appreciable for smell values of YJ , but
decreases rapidly as Mincr€ases~
The result in g curve of equa tion (25) for on e part-
,
iculer column is shown in Fig. l8~ CAlculationS are
shown in Appendix C.I.
·t
i
F
(+~ Mo
~vo1..••P
Jezek-·,/'
Yield " .
Cond i tio~ "c" '; .
, .
.,...••.•.•
,.....•
~.
\ .....
M . >-
o
Fig. 18
,..
.....-
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V DISCUSSION AND SUM~.~ARY
Non-dimensional interaction curves are of value
since they are independent of particular magnitudes
of stress, load or moment. Such curves and their
development ha'Y.e been discussed by Shanley (13)(14).
The rele tl onship b,E!>:!f?yeen the "interact ion formula"
and the ·interaction curv,~~' may be seen from Fig. l! •
Here stress due to bending -vs- stress due to axiel
load -vs- length of column for a particular cross-section,
(4WFI3), has been plott'ed. Lr'1eding condition "d" has
been ehosen for illu stre tion. The developmen t of th ese
curves w.as carried eu t in section III," ...."'. ,
If Fa and Fb are the same va lue s as in the AlSO.
formula, where these determine the allowable loads
umer axial load alone and bending alone respectively,
the yield point load or moment can be expressed as e
function of these values, (i.e. n 2Fe = PylA : cry and
nlFb c: 'My/S = cry).
The surface efghij formed by the straight lines
ef, gh, and, hi, and the curve ije is a plane,assurning
an idealized <r -E. diagram (shown in Fig. 4). If the
experimental prog~m confirmed such a plene surface
then the procedure mentioned in 'the footnote on page 6
t _
might have a basis in experimentation since every point
in the pla ne has the same Fa and Fb regardless ofL/r
or Ld/bt.
The problem lies in the fact that the res1 column
cu.rve does not have a straight, horizontal portion at
cry. The same is true of the laterel buckling
curve, \f -vs- Ld/b~.
205A.4 -29":'
,
,
~,
In Fig.. 20 ,(0, c'ross ... eu!'ve at one r./p of the
spece function shown in Fig., Ie) the coordinates have
been made non-dimensional,thereby obtetnj.nga more
pr 6cise picture.
/--M
./ pc
~.
Fig. 20
Another non-dimensional conparison which is in-
dependent of a specified Fa or Fb would be obtained if
the two coordinate axes were chosen as P/py and ~/My
resp ecti vely.
Although the above'curves ere not intended for
design use, they ere the basis for comparison between
experiment and analysis. It is hoped that through the
combined experimental and theoretical program being
carried rut, a better understan0ing 0f thA true load
factors implied in existing formulas and spectn,catiC'ns
can be attained.
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TablE: .l:i, pages 35 end 36, summarizes' the
principal formulas for comput:tng interr:ctiNl curves
for the various loeding concH tions.
,
In Fi·g. 21,
,
."-
. .
pege 33, is shown the influence of ~l€nd€rness ratio.
Fig. 22, page 34, shows for one value of t/r, (= 112),
th e influE.nce of Ina 01. ng concli tion on the int erp.ct~ on
curve.
SU]\~l\~J~F IZIN n:
1. Inter2ctjon curves for initle1 yield have been
developed for I:' number of st andard 10 ed:lng
conditions.
2. For constant moment, the influ6nce of inCrE'8Sing
slend e mess r8 tio (Fi g. 21) is to decree se th e
axiel 108d At which yielding should theoretically
occur.
3. !tor each loed conditj('n, except "c" (single
curvature), thEre is e range of exia1 loed which
is theoretically unaffected b~T slenderness retia.
This range decrE=:E:se with increasing slenderness
ratio.
4. 11 method for determining the c·ol18pse interact10n
curve has been reViewed. It does not take into
account the influence of slenderness ratio.
However, it is eppeT'f'nt from experimental Vilork
that item 3 above also applies to the collapse case.
5. Derivations included in this rpport do not take
into 8ccount laterel buckling, (bend1ng';' twist).
205A.4
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Further analytical· wor~ is needed to include
this important conditirn; especially in the
in ela s tic rfln ge.
It is evident, (Fig. 22) that the severity of
loeding conditiC"n on carrying capacity increases
in the order "a '!, "b", "d". and "c". The effect
of restraining moment at one errl is quite pra-
II t
. "
nounc€c'!. (,Compare "e'/ and "b" with "d" Dnd "c".)
7~ The Jezek solutiC"n has bef'n applied to load concH-
tion " C ". It 1s apparent that the "shape factor"
suggested by Bleich is nC"t a constant but varies
from member to member.
8, Three dimenslonal interaction curves heve bepn
introduced. (Fig. 19). Based on an :tdealized
stress strain diagram, it is shown that, for a
range of L/r, end 8 separate rp.nge of axial loed,
dependent on L/r, the space functif'n is a plane.
In this region, the values "Fa";' end "Fb "; are
not inflU€;nced by slFndErness ratio. LoeCl:i.ng
condition "c" is not included within this
statement.
..
.4
9. From thE' experi'11e,ntal program it has been ob-
served the t at relatively high axial loads,
rEsidual stress appears to have a pronounced
effect on carrying capacity. 11 knOWledge C"f the
magnitude of this stress sh0uld make possible 8
better evaluation of the performance of the columns
to be tested in this range. Such measurements
are plenned.
.. , . .
\
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T~BLE.4. SUMl\iQ.RY OF IMPORTANT EQ.UllTI Qil'S
"e""0."
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APPENDIX A
k = -rp/EI
NO~'ENC1ATURES
used as the "maximum
This might be Pt ,
Euler buckling load for a conditinn where both
ends of the column are pinned.
Moment applied at end B.
Moment applied at end of column.
Collapse moment for a beam-column at a particular
section. The ultimate moment 0r collapse load
of a column as modified by compression load.
Same as :My except modified for compression load.
hn applied load.
reached
Moment at any section along column.
Moment at which yield point 1s reached in flexure.
"Hinge value"; full plastic moment; the ultimate
moment that can be reached at a section accord-
ing to the simple plastic theory. M It in
Timoshenko, Colla pse moment for a s¥mple beam.
Mp = (Jy Z.
Moment Bppl~ed at end A•
Useful column load. A loed
load" in clesi gIl procedures.
PE,Pult • .
The load at which yield point stress is
while under pure axial load.
-
-
-
-
-
-
M
Myc =
P -
-
Pcr -.
MA ..
MB --
M'
-0
-
Mpc -
Euler buckling load for a condi ti0n of~ne
end ?inn~d, th~ other fixed.
'.
P ,,:E =
Euler buckling load for a condi tion of both ends
pinned but subjected to a loading condition
causing double curvature.
A - Core radius..
-
-
r 2
- -C
S = Sect ion modulus of section.
SE - Section modulus of part of section remaining
- elastic.
u - kL/2
Yo - Distance from neutral axis to centroid of section.
-
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Nomenclatures (continued)
z - Plastic modulus. Sta tic moment of the entire
-
cross-sectlon.
Zp - Sta ti c moment of part yielded by axial load, P.
-
ZE - Ste tic moment of part of section rema inj.ng
ela st! c.
cr =. Stress.
.0::.
- Yield stress.
-y
(J~r
= Cri tical stress.
E - Stra in
-
¢ - 3 [1 1J- 2U 2U - ran2u_
~ = 3Gl 1JU __Sin2u - 2u
..
-
-
eccentricity ratio.
Mr2
PC
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APPENDIX B.l
To find:
x =
Solution of Equation
'.nm-l [-¢/2l\l - CoskL
SinkL
(9), page 15 , when x=O.
J ~ = 8
.r 'Ibis will occur when-Cos 'kL = ¢/2l\) . Since
, • j
be th of these quanti ties are funct jons of (2u), (i. e.
f(2u) .= g(2u) ), the interesection of the curves of
each function value p1otted-vs· (2u) will give the
deslredeolutlon.
Values of -:Cos 2u end' "::"',l' 8rE computed in the
following table.
2u = kL qj 11) 2 if( 11 ¢-/2~ (2u) ( 57.3) 180-0 -Cos2u
=-&
--,
2.00 1,,799 2.873 0.626 114.6 65.4 +0.416
2.26 2.265 3.362 0.674 129.5 50.5 fO.636
2.33 2.445 3.549' 0.689 133.5 46.5 +0.688
2.50 3.050 4.173 0.731 143.3 36.7 fO.802
2.75 4.923 6.077 0.810 157.6 22.4 +0.925
3.00 13.506 14.697 0.919 171.9 8.1 +0.990
n- 00 00 1.000 179.9 0 l.f.l.000
3.20 -32.706 -31.480 1.049 183.4 -3.4 'fO.998
I
A plot of these values is shown in ~1g. 23, page 4?~
Solutions I"re:
.'.-
EJD 0
2u =
=
2.33
11
..
,.
o
u
z
w<
[3,1
N.
1-'
t:!:
o
W§
z,
w
Cl
:::J
W
_J
j
::.: :.::: :. I~I~~ ~I . .- :-L~~~:;-:-~ _J
1
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APPR1DIX B.2
.'!
e.
w
.- -
Solution of equation (~, pege 15, loading condition
lib" for various values of x,
Multiplying Doth sides of equatir'n (g) by l/L
x _tr;an-
1 [-¢/2:P - COSki~_ fan-1 r-'~/21{1 - cos2u~~1
- SinkL j- L Sin2u j
L kL -----::2O:-u-----
S0lving this equat:t.on for various values of (2u), ex-
cluding values in the vicinity of IT .
wi 11 gi ve 8 curve for determining x/L fr0m a knoV'!ledge
of (2u) 0 (se6' Fig. 24). Teb1e for cBrrying out this
solution follows.
(1 ) (2 ) (3 ) ( 4) ( 5) ~--
2u ¢ 2~) ¢Y2lV Cos 2u
--I---
2.33 2.44·18 3.5488 0568891 -0.68892
2.50 3.0502 4.1728 0.73097 -0.80162
2.75 4,9233 6.0772 0.81013 -0.92461
3.00 13.5057 14.6972 0.91893 -0.99010
3.20 -32.7063 -31.4796 1.03897 -0.99820
3.50 -5.3769 -4.0866 1.31574 -0.93590
3.75 -3.2476 -1.8916 1. '71685 -0.81965
( 6) (7 ) (8 ) (9 ) , (10) I
~(4)-(5) Sin 2u (6)/(7) Ten-.i.(8) x/L= (9 )/ ( 1 )I
I
0 0.72429 0 0 0 I
0.07065 0.59720 0.11830 0.118 0.0472
0.11448 0.38019 0.30111 00292 0.106
0.07117 0.13954 0.51003 0.472 0.157
,...0.04077 -0.05996 . 0 0 67995 0.597 0.187
,...0.37984 -0.35227 1.07826 0.823 0.235
1-0.89720 -0.57287 1056615 1.003 0.267
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APPENDIX C
..~
SANPLE ChLCUU; TIONS OF I:WIERP,CTION CURVES
Nember:
4 WF 13
Length = 192"
Area = 3.82
= 1.72
s = 5.45
(\)
L/r = 112
CYy = 40 k. s • :L
E : 29,900 k.s.i.
1.
Ix = 11.3
Lo~~ing Condition
FF. n2 EI~ -~- -
L
INITIP,L YIELD
Fy .. ,f A
- 152.8 kipsY
-
.1.p .,
= 22.6 kips".J E .-
~r:y 'N (f y8 - 218.0 in. kips.,.. ..
The general eq~8tian for solutirD of loading condition
"d II ie,
'.
! ( 5)(1 ) I (2) (3) (4) ( 6) (7)
(113 •82 ~~Pkips 40.0-(2 h::I=k kL SinkL M
._.
0 218.0
22.6 5.92 34.08 0.008179 1.570 1.0000 185.7
4) 10.47 29.53 /0.01088 2.089 0.8721 140.4
50 13.09 26.91 0.01217 2,,337 0.7300 107.1
60 15.71 24.29 I 2.559 0.5536 73"310 •.01333
70 18,32 21.68 2.763 0.3638 43.01°·01439
80 20,94 19.06 10.01539 2.955 0.1794 18.6
._-
*C~r;e; ba~ed ~n-the;e-c;l~ulati~n;;r; ~h~w~ in-3;cti~n­
-~~~~~~~~~-----------------
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2. Loading Condi ticn lib" ,_INITIAL YIELD
The general equation for loading condition "b" is
M:: Mo [Sin k (L-x) _ ¢ Sin k:1
SinkL ~ J
P(0.27PE,) = (2.33)2EI = 49.8 kips
L
2
Use tabule r system for CCWt1Dutj Ylg ~\ for v8rious v8lues
of P.
90.2 kips
The rene':'81 e·11.'.8tion for solutiC'r. of loading condition
Use tabu18r syste~
-
"a" 18
of P.
1\11
0
= 8 . Sin kL
2
" ( rry _ .~) = 5 't: 8i KL (40 0 r )'u Ji, • Lt,) n -- .• -~8-2-
. 2 ~,<
for· cr'mDutinq Ii~ f0r various values
• t.: 0
4. Loading CC'nditirn "c" , INITIAL YIELD
The
PE =90.2 kips
eneral . quetion for solution of loading crmai tion
.,
".
'.l
"c"
Use tebule r systEm for computing r
o
for verious veluE3
of P.
r
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5. "Simple PIa s tic 1heory" Co 11 aps e Tnt ere ct :tcn Curve
z =
where Zp =, w Yo2
F
and Yo = 2 cr w
, . y
= 6.19
The general equations of solutlC'nfor thlscese ere;
(1) Neutral Axis in the web.
M =(f Y (z - Zp)
P = FYo~ 2(40.0)(0.280) 2204
z ~ (0 0 280)( F2 ) = (0.558xIO-3)p2
p [ 501.76 '] ,
M :: (40,0) _(6.19)-(0.5~8XIO'~3)r2_
where
-Lis" -
(2) Neu"tl'a1 Axis in the J.<lange
M :: b ~r y (t - 6,y ) (d.~
P/(fy - ,w(d-2t) =
2b
Usc tahulersystem for computing
of P.
6. Jezek Buckling Interactlon Curve
P/40.0 - 0.944
8.120
~10 for various values
Member: 8VvF31
L = 192 inches Area
.. 9.12 sq. inches
-
r x = 3.4'7 .-d. - r
2
.', 3.Cnl
-
c
c :: 4.00 inches
- ~C2-2(1-A)J2. ct M = F4. ~ :t~ 1 .. 3 -C
"I (f.~ 2
C = r = ~.340". 9000----
A =
- (0-y )~re a)
p
364
-p
therefore,
M = 2.315 P -0.340 t 1-1.884 t 7~8] 2
Uae taqular system for co~~utet1on3.
f205A .4
"c"
An approximate solution for loadtng condi ti on "c"
.. may be
Assume th'3t th3 stress at any secti0n 1.s composed of
three separate parts.
(
-"
.""
( 1 )
1----.-,--,--r--
--IP/l1~
(2 )
f
.~
Part (1) is caused by the axial thrust, P. The s€cond~
(2),· by the applied end moments. The third, (3), by the
increase in moment caused by the axial load, P, end the
defle cti en, y.
Since distrtbuti0n (3) is a maximum at the cen ter
of the column while (1) and (2) remain constant, y1eld-
ing must be investigated at the center wherE total
mem ent is the greatest •
(f p 4- 1~ 0 .:. M1
Y-A -s-- b
wher e,
S = deflection due to th e applied end moment s
alon e.
Therefore:
cry P f
-. A f p ~
srl-ex. )
205A.4
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"
.,
and
PE = n
2Er : 112 EA
L2 (L) 2
r
'Iber e fo re,
b =' Mon2
8 PE
Mo 1\ 2
8EA rr 2
(L)2
r
Substitu'cing 'chis in the
From thl:1
equation forer: above"y
'"PM T\"a
~ (the core radius)
~~ -
-
But cr S:;y
ThErefore,
M J(:yt-;:~ l--------- ----- --------------- (26)l 8( l- ex )I
Since S = ric = A r 2 I c, then ~~= s/A = r 2 Ic.
',,,",
,
:t'
".
A plot of this equa tion 6ive s approxima tely the
same results as the t obtained by using equetinn (26).
-...
• f
:.
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NOTES
